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LANGUAGE IN

The Watch itself is funny, as Shakespeare is to some extent satirising the What makes Dogberry particularly
memorable, though, is his eccentric use of language . is something of a tragic character but there is no doubt that he is
very funny.

As Antonio is arrested in the end and Malvolio is ridiculed by the entire household. What we perceive in act
five, is that tragedy is inevitably following comedy, and that suffering has thoroughly put an end to our joy.
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare is a romantic comedy set in Illyria during the Christmas season.
Whereas the court jester often regaled his audience with various skills aimed to amuse, Shakespeare's fool,
consistent with Shakespeare's revolutionary ideas about theater, became a complex character who could
highlight more important issues. He does not know her, has never met her yet he declares his deep love for
her. Not one now, to mock your grinning? We may further suppose that fate performs half of what Hamlet
may have wished to destroy in Polonius; we mean that once fate does it Polonius is brought to Hamlet ,
Hamlet will always display what he resents about him. But the comedy does not stop there; it runs right on
into the act that follows. I pray thee, do not mock me, fellow-student; I think it was to see my mother's
wedding. A New Perspective on Laughter and Humor. In fact, many humorous scenes have become the center
of our attention, but suddenly they end tragically. The critic uses the example in Act 1 Scene 5 to prove his
point where Feste reveals to Olivia the foolishness behind her decision to mourn her brother for seven years
while her beauty fades. The writer gives the impression that the play resolves around the prank when in reality
the prank is apart of the subplot. This unfailing humor that toys with life's comedies and tragedies alike does
not come from madness, but from sanity and self-possession. Hamlet is from the very beginning driving
Polonius to doubts by being cynic and always using sarcastic comments which Polonius could not easily
understand. Throughout our study we have attempted to reveal the functions and effects of humour and
laughter. And he knows 13 that there is no skillful builder like a grave-maker. Hamlet has now changed, and
this would perhaps keep him more devoted and moving for revenge. It is when Hamlet asks the first clown
how long he has been working a gravedigger: First Clown: â€¦ it was the very day that young Hamlet was
born, he that is mad, and sent into England. Whatever may be pictured of Polonius; is therefore a simple
perception of what can be truly said of him as the main leader of his own downfall later on. Ar-min was a
major intellectual influence on Shakespeare's fools. Shakespeare uses these characters to symbolize the
essence of twelfth Night as a time where the rules and normality of the society are cast to the wind. But what
is your affair in Elsinore? His major skills were mime and mimicry; even his improvisational material had to
be reworked and rehearsed. Still we remain in tragedy and the brief humour, to remind ourselves of their
different dramatic atmospheres where different emotions and attitudes are brought out. They wanted violence,
they wanted a love story somewhere in the play, and above all they wanted to be entertained with humour.
Which means he makes less movement process which indeed gives him a central thinking power over
Polonius. When he emerges at the end of the play he is a broken man and the audience, who has laughed at
him as loudly as had those who had played the trick on him, now feel sorry for him. Would not this, sir, and a
forest of feathers, â€” if the rest of my fortunes turn Turk with me, â€” with two Provincial roses on my razed
shoes, get me a fellowship in a cry of players, sir? Even when he is determined to spy on Hamlet, he is
inevitably incongruous. In the critical piece the writer makes some valid points although most of them lack
supporting evidence. They are both highly intelligent and superb with language, which makes for very funny
scenes between them During the course of the play their friends trick them into discovering a hidden love for
each other, which surprises her, and they end up marrying. Shakespeare began to write well-developed
sub-plots expressly for Armin's talents. Comedy ends: the end is tragic They put each other down on gender
grounds and debate the advantages and disadvantages of being a member of the respective genders. In the very
beginning of scene one, act five; the first clown is the chief producer of this short laughter. He is highly
intelligent and a joker whose every utterance is amusing.


